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The evolution of fashion
ingénue Marnie Skillings

A star of the early noughties, the Sydney

designer is back with a new label that’s all

about creating beautiful clothes from

recycled fabrics.

"I want to revel in the fact that it’s smaller,” says Marnie
Skillings of her new brand, skillings, and its sustainable
ethos. Supplied
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ith her first eponymous label, Marnie

Skillings was part of a brave new

guard of young Australian designers who

epitomised the new millennium. Rich in the

bohemian vibe of the times, these designers set

the tone for Australian fashion in the 21st

century. Many of them, including Akira

Isogawa, Nicky and Simone Zimmermann and

Michelle Jank, went on to global success.

Skillings, who studied at East Sydney Technical

College with Jank, was firmly part of this

brigade, until she wasn’t – her successful label

shuttered after 12 years in 2012.

This month, though, she is back.

Marnie Skillings says every piece in the new collection will "be

made with reclaimed material". Supplied

Based on the same sustainable principles as

her first label, the new venture, skillings, will

produce small collections of womenswear

using repurposed fabric bought from dead

stock and remnants.

Skillings calls it an evolution of her brand.

“Each piece is made with reclaimed material –

vintage lace, old shirts – so the thought of

wholesaling that is overwhelming.” Using

leftover denim, vintage lace and men's shirts,

she has created a tightly edited collection of

shirts, T-shirts, dresses and pants.

Skillings brings "a whimsical ease to her distinct aesthetic",

says Parlor X director Eva Galambos. Supplied

At first glance, it looks like a hodgepodge of

influences – there are old scout patches, lace

trims on denim cuffs, plain cotton mixed in

with striped men’s shirts. But the point is not,

of course, to wear it all at once (though you

could). The point is that these pieces will start a

conversation – about creativity, about using

what is already there, about what it means to

grow up. This collection is, indeed, an

evolution.

Skillings founded her first label right out of

college, and at a time when Australian fashion

was experiencing a renaissance – Akira

Isogawa was starting out and the Zimmermann

sisters, already successful here, were

branching out overseas. In the aftermath of the

Sydney Olympics, there was a patriotic fervour

that swept through many industries, including

fashion.
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I’m a different person now. The
aesthetic is similar but I wanted it
to be different. The Marnie
Skillings ship has sailed.

— Marnie Skillings
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The Marnie Skillings label was heavy on

lightness – cotton, silk and linen slip dresses

were her signatures – and part of that wave.

“When I started college,” she says, “we looked

to international brands. We talked about

working overseas. But things started to change

– in my second year we all worked as ushers for

Akira’s first show. We went to early

Zimmermann shows, and Tea Rose, Easton

Pearson. It was exciting and motivating.

“It wasn’t just about seeing the quality, but the

way these designers connected to the global

marketplace while also being truly Australian.”

"I don’t want to do huge runs; I want the collections to be

unique," says Skillings. Supplied

Skillings’ brand fitted neatly into the scene.

There was a store in Paddington, an online

presence and the label was stocked at luxe

boutiques such as Parlour X in Sydney.

Twelve years later, and with her first child less

than a year old, things began to change. “It was

a tricky time for the economy,” she says. “And I

lost my way a bit. In Australia there can be this

pressure, once you’re at a certain point, to go

big, big, big. But that wasn’t really me, and

when I tried to do that, I didn’t enjoy it.”

Skillings also struggled with the demands of

parenting. She decided, without much fanfare,

to step away from her company. “There was no

big drama, I didn’t go bankrupt or anything.”

Vintage lace, leftovers, anything goes: Skillings reuses and

reassembles to stunning effect. Supplied

A year or so later, she began consulting for

Zimmermann and was appointed creative

director for the Sydney Children’s Hospital

SunSCHine Charity, a cause close to her heart

after daughter Teddy Jean, now four, was

diagnosed with a hole in her heart at eight

months. When it was clear Teddy Jean was

fully recovered (“She’s wild now, actually”),

Skillings began to feel the itch to create once

more.

“I thought about bringing back Marnie

Skillings, but it didn’t feel right,” she says. “I’m a

different person now. The aesthetic is similar

but I wanted it to be different. The Marnie

Skillings ship has sailed.”

The new company is about creating beautiful

things and doing less harm in the process. “It

suits me when the suppliers tell me that there

are only so many fabric rolls available,” she

says. “I don’t want to do huge runs; I want the

collections to be unique.

“It’s sort of old-fashioned, too – that appeals to

me. My mum’s an artist, I’m an artist, I like the

idea of making something small. I want to revel

in the fact that it’s smaller.”

Still, she admits, there is a learning process in

creating something so boutique. “You might

pick something online that has a certain fabric

but the shirt you get may be slightly different,”

she says. “For me that makes it limited edition

but it’s important customers know that before

they buy.”

The collection will be stocked in her online

store from September 20, and at “salon soirées”

that are open to all. “I wanted there to be a

connection between me and the clothes and

the people who’ll be wearing them,” she says.

“Without having a physical store it’s hard to get

that messaging across. And I wanted people to

feel part of the whole experience.”

Proof of Skillings' "magic powers" when it comes to vintage

mix and match. Supplied

Skillings’ friends in fashion are excited for her.

Clare Press, a fashion journalist and AFR

contributor who served as Skillings’

bridesmaid (Skillings returned the favour), says

she “has magic powers when it comes to

vintage”.

“For as long as I’ve known her Marnie’s been

obsessed with creative reuse and finding

beauty in the discarded. This new venture

makes sense. Today we call it upcycling, but to

me it feels like she’s doing what she always has

done.”

Each garment is a limited edition, because each is made from

a limited supply of "reclaimed material". Supplied

Eva Galambos, director and buyer at Parlour X

concurs. “I’ve always admired Marnie for

bringing a whimsical ease to her distinct

aesthetic,” she says. “She uses textile, print and

colour in such clever, playful ways. Women who

wear her clothes feel fabulous and comfortable

in their own skin.”

Still, says Skillings, it’s scary to be starting all

over. There’s the fear of failure – and the idea

that she’s “not a young chicken any more”.

“With this new venture, I’m learning a lot –

proof you can teach an old dog new tricks,” she

laughs. “All of it – the clothes, the salons – it’s

still very much an experiment. That’s the fun of

it, really.”
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Women who wear her clothes feel
fabulous and comfortable in their
own skin.

— Eva Galambos, Parlour X
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